With this study, handicapped tourism in Turkey has been researched. The research has been carried out in four-star and five-star hotels of Antalya which have the maximum number of handicapped beds. In this research two different surveys (manager and handicapped guest surveys) have been conducted to the managers and handicapped guests. 326 hotel managers and 232 handicapped guests have attended to the surveys. Opinions of 90 hotel managers as well as 232 handicapped guests have been compared. Thus, it has been aimed to find out the services provided to disabled tourists proficiency levels in Turkey. As a result of analyses, it has been determined that the most of the handicapped guests are German and Russian, mostly who are physically handicapped as paralysis and orthopedic and most of them has come to our country for holiday with the suggestion of a travel agency. It has been identified that the hotel managers see themselves competent in terms of equipment and service personnels when they have given service to the handicapped tourism market. But when the handicapped guests and the manager surveys have been compared managers have shown more positive attitudes against the handicapped guests. As a result, it has been understood that the managers have ignored existing deficiencies. Another result which has been obtained from the research is that it has been determined that handicapped guests have come to our country mostly in spring and fall seasons. Keywords: Handicapped, Handicapped Tourism, Hotel, Manager, Antalya.